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Abstract

The article is devoted to the study of quasi-linear nonautonomous di$erence equations: invari-
ant manifolds, compact global attractors, almost periodic and recurrent solutions and chaotic sets.
First, we prove that such equations admit an invariant continuous section (an invariant manifold).
Then, we obtain the conditions for the existence of a compact global attractor and characterize
its structure. Third, we derive a criterion for the existence of almost periodic and recurrent solu-
tions of the quasi-linear nonautonomous di$erence equations. Finally, we prove that quasi-linear
maps with chaotic base admit a chaotic compact invariant set. The obtained results are applied
while studying triangular maps: invariant manifolds, compact global attractors, almost periodic
and recurrent solutions and chaotic sets.
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1. Introduction

In the qualitative theory of di$erential and di$erence equations nonlocal problems
play the important role (See, for instance, [1–16] and the bibliography therein). It
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refers to questions of boundedness, periodicity, almost periodicity, stability by Poisson,
asymptotic behaviour, dissipativity etc.
The present work belongs to this direction and is dedicated to the study of quasi-linear

nonautonomous di$erence equations: invariant manifolds, compact global attractors,
almost periodic and recurrent solutions, invariant manifolds and chaotic sets. We prove
that such equations admit an invariant continuous section (an invariant manifold). Then,
we obtain the conditions of the existence of a compact global attractor and char-
acterize its structure. We give a criterion for the existence of almost periodic and
recurrent solutions of the quasi-linear nonautonomous di$erence equations. Finally, we
prove that quasi-linear di$erence equations with chaotic base admits a chaotic compact
invariant set.
The obtained results are applied while studying triangular maps: invariant manifolds,

compact global attractors, almost periodic and recurrent solutions and chaotic sets.
Triangular maps (see, for example, [7,10,11]) are close to one-dimensional maps in
the sense that some important dynamical features extend to triangular maps. On the
other hand, they already display other important properties which are typical for higher
dimensional maps and cannot be found in the one-dimensional maps.
Below, we give a new approach concerning the study of triangular maps. We study

this problem in the framework of nonautonomous dynamical systems (cocycles) with
discrete time. In our work the main tool in the study of triangular maps are continuous
invariant sections (selectors) of cocycle.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we establish the relation between triangular maps and nonautonomous

dynamical systems with discrete time.
In Section 3, we study linear nonautonomous dynamical systems with discrete time

and prove that they admit a unique continuous invariant section—invariant manifold
(Theorem 3.7).
Section 4 is devoted to the study of the existence of invariant sections of quasi-linear

nonautonomous dynamical systems with discrete time (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2).
In Section 5, we prove the existence of compact global attractors of quasi-linear

dynamical systems (Theorems 5.2 and 5.6) and give the description of the structure of
these attractors (Theorems 5.9 and 5.11).
Section 6 is devoted to the study of almost periodic and recurrent solutions of

quasi-linear di$erence equations (Theorems 6.10 and 6.11).
In Section 7, we introduce the notion of pseudo-recurrent solution and prove that

quasi-linear dynamical systems with pseudo-recurrent base admit a pseudo-recurrent
solution (Theorem 7.3).
Section 8 is devoted to the study of chaos in triangular maps and nonautonomous

dynamical systems with discrete time (Theorem 8.7).

2. Triangular maps and nonautonomous dynamical systems

Let W and � be two complete metric spaces and denote by X := W×� its Cartesian
product. Recall (see, for example, [10,11,14]) that a continuous map F :X → X is
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called triangular, if there are two continuous maps f :W × � → W and g :� → �
such that F = (f; g), i.e. F(x) = F(u; !) = (f(u; !); g(!)) for all x= : (u; !)∈X .
Consider a system of di$erence equations{

un+1 = f(un; !n);

!n+1 = g(!n)
(1)

for all n∈Z+, where Z+ is the set of all nonnegative integer numbers.
Along with system (1) we consider the family of equations

un+1 = f(un; gn!) (!∈�) (2)

which is equivalent to system (1). Let ’(n; u; !) be a solution of Eq. (2) passing
through the point u∈W for n=0. It is easy to verify that the map ’ :Z+ ×W ×� →
W ((n; u; !) �→ ’(n; u; !)) satisIes the following conditions:

(i) ’(0; u; !) = u for all u∈W and !∈�;
(ii) ’(n+m; u; !)=’(n; ’(m; u; !); �(m;!)) for all n; m∈Z+; u∈W and !∈�, where

�(n; !) := gn!;
(iii) the map ’ :Z+ ×W × � → W is continuous.

Denote by (�;Z+; �) the semi-group dynamical system generated by positive powers
of the map g :� → �, i.e. �(n; !) := gn! for all n∈Z+ and !∈�.

De�nition 2.1. Recall [2,3,13] that a triple 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉 (or brie9y ’) is called a
cocycle (or nonautonomous dynamical system) over the dynamical system (�;Z+; �)
with Iber W .

Let X := W and (X;Z+; �) be a dynamical system on X , where �(n; (u; !)) :=
(’(n; u; !); �(n; !)) for all u∈W and !∈�, then (X;Z+; �) is called [13] a skew-
product dynamical system, generated by the cocycle 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉.

Remark 2.2. Thus, the reasoning above shows that every triangular map generates a
cocycle and, obviously, vice versa, i.e. having a cocycle 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉 we can
deIne a triangular map F :W × � → W × � by the equality

F(u; !) := (f(u; !); g(!));

where f(u; !) := ’(1; u; !) and g(!) := �(1; !) for all u∈W and !∈�. The dynam-
ical system deIned by the positive powers of map F :X → X (X := W ×�) coincides
with the skew-product dynamical system, generated by cocycle 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉.

Taking into consideration this remark we can study triangular maps in the framework
of nonautonomous dynamical systems (cocycles) with discrete time.

De�nition 2.3. A map � :Z → � (respectively, � :Z → X , where X := W × �) is
called an entire trajectory of the dynamical system (�;Z+; �) (respectively, of the
skew-product dynamical system (X;Z+; �), where � := (’; �) and 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉 is
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a cocycle over (�;Z+; �) with Iber W ) passing through the point !∈� (respectively,
x := (u; !)∈X ), if �(0)=! (resp. �(0)= x) and �(n+m)=�(m; �(n)) (resp. �(n+m)
= �(m; �(n)) for all n∈Z and m∈Z+.

Denote by �! the set of all the entire trajectories of the semi-group dynamical
system (�;Z+; �) passing through the point !∈� at the initial moment n = 0 and
� :=

⋃{�! |!∈�}.
De�nition 2.4. A map � :Z → W is called an entire trajectory of the cocycle 〈W;’;
(�;Z+; �)〉 passing through the point u∈W if there are !∈� and �! ∈�! such that
the map � :Z → X (X := W × �) deIned by the equality � := (�; �!) is an entire
trajectory of the skew-product dynamical system (X;Z+; �), i.e. �∈�x and x := (u; !).

3. Linear nonautonomous dynamical systems

Let � be a compact metric space and (�;Z+; �) be a semi-group dynamical system
on � with discrete time.

De�nition 3.1. Recall that a subset A ⊆ � is called invariant (positively invariant,
negatively invariant) if �nA = A (�nA ⊆ A; A ⊆ �nA) for all n∈Z+, where �n :=
�(n; ·) :� → �.

Below we will suppose that the set � is invariant, i.e. �n� = � for all n∈Z+.
Let E be a Inite-dimensional Banach space with the norm | · | and W be a complete
metric space. Denote by L(E) the space of all linear continuous operators on E and
by C(�;W ) the space of all the continuous functions f :� → W endowed with the
compact-open topology, i.e. the uniform convergence on compact subsets in �. The
results of this section will be used in the next sections.
Consider a linear equation

un+1 = A(�n!)un (!∈�; �n! := �(n; !)) (3)

and an inhomogeneous equation

un+1 = A(�n!)un + f(�n!); (4)

where A∈C(�; L(E)) and f∈C(�; E).

De�nition 3.2. Recall that a linear bounded operator P :E → E is called a projection,
if P2 = P, where P2 := P ◦ P.

De�nition 3.3. Let U (n; !) be the operator of Cauchy (a solution operator) of linear
Eq. (3). Following [5] we will say that Eq. (3) has an exponential dichotomy on �,
if there exists a continuous projection valued function P :� → L(E) satisfying:

(i) P(�n!)U (n; !) = U (n; !)P(!);
(ii) UQ(n; !) is invertible as an operator from ImQ(!) to ImQ(�n!), where UQ(n; !)

:= U (n; !)Q(!);
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(iii) there exist constants 0¡�¡ 1 and N ¿ 0 such that

‖UP(n; !)‖6Nqn and ‖UQ(n; !)−1‖6Nqn

for all !∈� and n∈Z+, where UP(n; !) := U (n; !)P(!).

Let !∈� and �! ∈�!. Consider a di$erence equation

un+1 = A(�!(n))un + f(�!(n)); (5)

and the corresponding homogeneous linear equation

un+1 = A(�!(n))un (!∈�): (6)

Let (X; !) be a metric space with distance !. Denote by C(Z; X ) the space of all
the functions f :Z → X equipped with a pointwise topology. This topology can be
metricised. For example, by the equality

d(f1; f2) :=
+∞∑
1

1
2n

dn(f1; d2)
1 + dn(f1; d2)

;

where dn(f1; d2) := max{!(f1(k); f2(k)) | k ∈ [ − n; n]}, a distance is deIned on
C(Z; X ) which generates the pointwise topology.
If x∈X and A; B ⊆ X , then denote by !(x; A) := inf{!(x; a) | a∈A} and &(A; B) :=

sup{!(a; B) | a∈A} the semi-distance of Hausdor$.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that linear equation (3) has an exponential dichotomy on �.
Then for f∈C(�; E) the following statements hold:

(i) the set I! := {u∈E | ∃�! ∈�! such that Eq. (5) admits a bounded solution  !

de6ned on Z with the initial condition  !(0) = u} is nonempty and compact;
(ii) ’(n; I!; !) = I�(n;!) for all n∈Z+ and !∈�, where ’(n; u; !) is a solution

of Eq. (4) with the condition ’(0; u; !)=u and ’(n;M;!) := {’(n; u; !) | u∈M};
(iii) the map ! → I! is upper-semi-continuous, i.e.

lim
!→!0

&(I!; I!0 ) = 0

for every !0 ∈�, where & is the semi-distance of Hausdor8;
(iv) the set I :=

⋃{I! |!∈�} is compact.

Proof. Let !∈�. Since � is compact and invariant, the set �! �= ∅. We Ix �! ∈�!.
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4, Eq. (6) has an exponential dichotomy on � with
the same constants N and q that in Eq. (3). Then Eq. (5) admits the unique solution
�! :Z→ E with the condition

‖�!‖∞6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖∞6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖; (7)

where ‖f‖ := sup{|f(!)| |!∈�} and ‖�!‖∞ := sup{|�!(n)| |n∈Z} (see, for
example, [6,9]). Thus, the set I! is not empty. From the continuity of the function
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’ :Z+ × E ×� → E and inequality (7) follows that the set I! is closed, bounded and

|u|6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖

for all u∈ I! and !∈�.
The second statement of the theorem follows from the equality Sh(�!) = ��(h;!)

(h∈Z), where Sh�! is an h-translation of the trajectory �!, i.e. Sh�!(n) := �!(n + h)
for all n∈Z.
We will prove now the third statement. Let !0 ∈�, !k → !0, uk ∈ I!k and uk → u.

To prove our statement it is suLcient to show that u∈ I!0 . Since uk ∈ I!k , there is a
trajectory �!k ∈�!k such that �!k converges to �!0 ∈�!0 in C(Z; �) and the equation

un+1 = A(�!k (n))un + f(�!k (n)) (8)

has a solution �!k with the initial condition �!k (0) = uk and satisfying inequality
(7), i.e.

|�!k (n)|6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖∞6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖ (9)

for all n∈Z and k ∈N. It is clear that the sequence {�!k (n)} converges for every
n∈Z. By Tihono$’s theorem the sequence {�!k} ⊂ C(Z; E) is relatively compact.
From equality (8) and inequality (9) follows that every limit point of the sequence
{�!k} is a bounded on Z solution of the equation

un+1 = A(�!0 (n))un + f(�!0 (n)): (10)

Taking into account that Eq. (10) admits a unique bounded on Z solution, we obtain the
convergence of the sequence {�!k} in the space C(Z; E). We put �0 := limk→+∞ �!k .
It is easy to see that �0(0) = u and, consequently, u∈ I!0 .
To prove the fourth assertion it is suLcient to remark that for every !∈� the

set I! is compact, the map F :! → I! (F(!) := I!) is upper-semicontinuous and,
consequently, the set I :=

⋃{I! |!∈�}=F(�) is compact. The theorem is completely
proved.

Lemma 3.5. Let !∈� and �l! ∈�! (l= 1; 2). Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4
we have

|�1!(n)− �2!(n)|6Nqn|u1 − u2| (11)

for all n∈N, where �l! is a bounded on Z solution of the equation

un+1 = A(�l!(n))un + f(�l!(n)) (12)

(l= 1; 2) and ui = �i!(0) (i = 1; 2).

Proof. Denote �(n) := �1!(n) − �2!(n), then the sequence � is a bounded on Z+ solu-
tion of Eq. (6), because �1!(n) = �2!(n) = �(n; !) for all n∈Z+. Since Eq. (3) (and,
consequently, Eq. (6) too) has an exponential dichotomy, we have |�(n)|6Nqn|�(0)|
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for all n∈Z+. Taking into consideration that �(0) = u1 − u2, we obtain the required
statement. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 3.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4 for every !∈� the set I! contains
a single point u!.

Proof. Suppose that the statement of the lemma is not true. Then there exists !0 ∈�
such that I!0 contains at least two points u1; u2 (u1 �= u2). Let �i (i = 1; 2) be a
bounded on Z solution of Eq. (10) with the condition �i!(0) = ui (i=1; 2). According
to inequality (11), we have

|�1!(−n)− �2!(−n)|¿Nq−n|u1 − u2| (13)

for all n∈N. On the other hand, since �l! (l = 1; 2) is a bounded on Z solution of
Eq. (12), we have

sup
n∈Z

|�1!(n)− �2!(n)|¡+∞: (14)

Inequalities (13) and (14) are contradictory. The contradiction obtained proves our
aLrmation. The lemma is proved.

Theorem 3.7. Under the condition of Theorem 3.4 there exists a unique continuous
function � :� → E satisfying the following conditions:

(a) the equality

�(�(n; !)) = ’(n; �(!); !)

holds for all n∈Z+ and !∈�, where ’(n; u; !) is the unique solution of
Eq. (4) with the initial condition ’(0; u; !) = u.

(b)

‖�‖6N
1 + q
1− q

‖f‖:

Proof. This aLrmation follows directly from Theorem 3.4 and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.

De�nition 3.8. A dynamical system (�;Z+; �) is said to be invertible, if the map
f := �(1; ·) :� → � is invertible and, consequently, on � there is deIned a group
dynamical system (�;Z; �), where �(−n; ·) := (�(n; ·)−1.

Remark 3.9. In case the dynamical system (�;Z+; �) is invertible, Theorem 3.7 is
well known (see, for example, [5]).

4. Quasi-linear nonautonomous dynamical systems

Let us consider the following quasi-linear equation

un+1 = A(�n!)un + f(�n!) + F(un; �n!); (15)

where A∈C(�; L(E)), f∈C(�; E) and F ∈C(E × �; E).
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exist positive numbers L¡L0 := (1− q)=(N (1+ q))
and r ¡ r0 := /0(N (1 + q))=(1− q)(1− NL0(1 + q)=(1− q))−1 such that

‖F(x1; !)− F(x2; !)‖6L‖x1 − x2‖
for all !∈� and x1; x2 ∈B[Q; r]={x∈E | !(x; Q)6 r}, where Q := �(�), �∈C(�; E)
is the unique function from C(�; E) arising in Theorem 3.7 and /0=max!∈� ‖F(�(!);
!)‖. Then there exists a function w∈C(�; B[Q; r]) such that

w(�n!) =  (n; w(!); !)

for all n∈Z+ and !∈�, where  (·; u; !) is the unique solution of quasi-linear
Eq. (15) with the initial condition  (0; u; !) = u.

Proof. Let u := v+ �(�n!). Then from Eq. (15) we get

vn+1 = A(�n!)vn + F(v+ �(�n!); �n!):

Let 0¡r¡r0 and �∈C(�; B[Q; r]), where B[Q; r] := {u∈E | !(u; Q)6 r}. Consider
the equation

vn+1 = A(�n!)vn +f̃(�n!);

where f̃(!) := F(�(!) + �(!); !) for all !∈�. According to Theorem 3.7, there
exists a unique function �� ∈C(�; E) with properties (a) and (b). In virtue of Theorem
3.7, we have

‖��‖6N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

‖F(�(!) + �(!); !)‖

6N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

|F(�(!) + �(!); !)− F(�(!); !)|

+N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

|F(�(!); !)|

6N
1 + q
1− q

L‖�‖+ N
1 + q
1− q

/06N
1 + q
1− q

Lr +
2N
�

/0

6N
1 + q
1− q

L0r0 + N
1 + q
1− q

/0 = r0

and, consequently, F(C(�; B[Q; r0])) ⊆ C(�; B[Q; r0]), where F :C(�; B[Q; r])) →
C(�; E) is the map deIned by the equality F(�) := ��.
Now, we will show that the map F :C(�; B[Q; r0]) → C(�; B[Q; r0]) is a Lips-

chitzian one. In fact, according to Theorem 3.7 we have

‖F(�1)−F(�2)‖6N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

|F(�1(!) + �(!); !)− F(�2(!) + �(!); !)|

6N
1 + q
1− q

Lmax
!∈�

|�1(!)− �2(!)|:
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We note that N [(1 + q)=(1 − q)]L6N [(1 + q)=(1 − q)]L0 ¡ 1. Thus, the map F is
a contraction and, consequently, by Banach Ixed point theorem, there exists a unique
function �∈C(�; B[Q; r0]) such that F(�) = �. To Inish the proof of the theorem it
is suLcient to put w := �+ �.

We now consider a perturbed quasi-linear equation

un+1 = A(�n!)un + f(�n!) + 2F(un; �n!); (16)

where 2∈ [− 20; 20] (20 ¿ 0) is a small parameter.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that there exist positive numbers r and L such that

|F(u1; !)− F(u2; !)|6L|u1 − u2|

for all !∈� and u1; u2 ∈B[Q; r]. Then for 2 small enough there exists a unique
function �2 ∈C(�; B[Q; r]) such that

�2(�n!) =  2(n; �2(!); !)

for all n∈Z+ and !∈�, where  2(·; u; !) is the unique solution of Eq. (16) with the
initial condition  2(0; u; !) = u. Moreover,

lim
2→0

max
!∈�

|�2(!)− �(!)|= 0; (17)

where �∈C(!; E) is de6ned in Theorem 3.7.

Proof. We can prove the existence of �2 by a slight modiIcation of the proof of
Theorem 4.1.
To prove (17) we note that

|F(�2(!); !)|6 |F(�2(!); !)− F(�(!); !)|+ |F(�(!); !)|6Lr + /0:

Denote 32(!) := �2(!) − �(!) (!∈�). It is easy to see that the sequence
{32(�n!)}n∈Z is the unique bounded on Z solution of the equation

zn+1 = A(�n!)zn + 2F(�2(�n(!); �n!))

and, consequently,

|�2(�n!)− �(�n!)| = |3(�n!)|N 1 + q
1− q

sup
n∈Z

|2F(�2(�n!); �n!)|

6 |2|N 1 + q
1− q

(Lr + /0) (18)
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for all !∈�; n∈Z and 2∈ [− 20; 20]. Thus, from inequality (18) we obtain

|�2(!)− �(!)|6 |2|N 1 + q
1− q

(Lr + /0) (19)

for all !∈� and 2∈ [ − 20; 20]. Passing to limit in inequality (19) as 2 → 0, we
obtain (17).

5. Global attractors of quasi-linear triangular systems

Consider a di$erence equation

un+1 = f(un; �n!) (!∈�): (20)

Denote by ’(n; u; !) a unique solution of Eq. (20) with the initial condition
’(0; u; ! ) = u.

De�nition 5.1. Eq. (20) is said to be dissipative, if there exists a positive number r
such that

lim sup
n→+∞

|’(n; u; !)|6 r

for all u∈E and !∈�.

Consider a quasi-linear equation

un+1 = A(�n!)uk + F(uk ; �n!); (21)

where A∈C(�; [E]) and the function F ∈C(E × �; E) satisIes to “the condition of
smallness”.
Denote by U (k; !) the Cauchy’s matrix for the linear equation

un+1 = A(�n!)uk :

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(i) there are positive numbers N and q¡ 1 such that

‖U (n; !)‖6Mqn (n∈Z+); (22)

(ii) |F(u; !)|6C + D|u| (C¿ 0; 06D¡ (1− q)N−1) for all u∈E and !∈�.

Then Eq. (21) is dissipative.

Proof. Let ’(·; u; !) be the solution of Eq. (21) passing through the point u∈E for
n= 0. According to the formula of the variation of constants (see, for example, [8,9])
we have

’(n; u; !) = U (k; !)u+
n−1∑
m=0

U (n− m− 1; !)F(�m!; ’(m; u; !))
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and, consequently,

|’(n; u; !)|6Nqn|u|+
n−1∑
m=0

qn−m−1(C + D|’(m; u; !)|): (23)

We set u(n) := q−n|’(n; u; !)| and, taking into account (23), obtain

u(n)6N |u|+ CNq−1
n−1∑
m=0

q−m + DNq−1
n−1∑
m=0

u(m): (24)

Denote the right-hand side of inequality (24) by v(n). Note, that

v(n+ 1)− v(n) = q−n CN
q

+
DN
q

u(n)6
DN
q

v(n) +
CN
q

q−n

and hence,

v(n+ 1)6
(
1 +

DN
q

)
v(n) +

CN
q

q−n:

From this inequality we obtain

v(n)6
(
1 +

DN
q

)n−1

v(1) +
CN
q

1− qn−1

1− q
:

Therefore,

|’(n; u; !)|6 (q+ DN )n−1qN |u|+ CN
q− 1

(qn−1 − 1) (25)

because v(1) = N |u|. From (25) follows that

lim sup
k→+∞

|’(n; u; !)|6 CN
1− q

for all u∈E and !∈�. The theorem is proved.

Let 〈E; ’; (�;Z+; �)〉 be a cocycle over (�;Z+; �) with the Iber E.

De�nition 5.3. A family {I! |!∈�}(I! ⊂ E) of nonempty compact subsets is called
a compact global attractor of the cocycle ’, if the following conditions are fulIlled:

(i) the set I :=
⋃{I! |!∈�} is relatively compact;

(ii) the family I := {I! |!∈�} is invariant with respect to the cocycle ’, i.e.
’(n; I!; !) = I�n! for all n∈Z+ and !∈�;

(iii) the equality

lim
n→+∞ sup

!∈�
&(’(n; K; !); I) = 0

takes place for every K ∈C(E), where C(E) is a family of compact sets from E.
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De�nition 5.4. A cocycle 〈E; ’; (�;T; �)〉 is said to be dissipative, if there exists a
positive number r such that

lim sup
n→+∞

|’(n; u; !)|6 r

for all u∈E and !∈�.

Theorem 5.5 (Cheban [2,3]). Every dissipative cocycle 〈E; ’; (�;T; �)〉 admits a
compact global attractor {I! |!∈�} such that:

(i) the component I! (!∈�) is connected;
(ii) the set I =

⋃{I! |!∈�} is connected, if the space � also is.

Theorem 5.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2, Eq. (21) (i.e. the cocycle ’ gen-
erated by Eq. (21)) admits a compact global attractor {I! |!∈�} with the following
properties:

(i) the component I! (!∈�) is connected;
(ii) the set I =

⋃{I! |!∈�} is connected, if the space � also is.

Proof. This statement follows directly from Theorems 5.2 and 5.5.

De�nition 5.7. A cocycle 〈E; ’; (�;T; �)〉 is said to be convergent, if it admits a
compact global attractor {I! |!∈�} such that every component I! (!∈�) consists
of single point u!, i.e. I! = {u!} (!∈�).

Theorem 5.8 (Cheban [2,3, Chapter 2]). Let 〈E; ’; (�;T; �)〉 be a cocycle admitting
a compact global attractor I= {I! |!∈�}. If

lim
n→+∞ max

|u1|;|u2|6r;!∈�
|’(n; u1; !)− ’(n; u2; !)|= 0 (26)

for every r ¿ 0, then the set I! consists of single point for every !∈�.

Theorem 5.9. Let A∈C(�; [E]) and F ∈C(E × �; E) and the following conditions
be ful6lled:

(i) there exist positive numbers N and q¡ 1 such that inequality (22) holds;
(ii) |F(u1; !) − F(u2; !)|6L|u1 − u2| (06L¡N−1(1 − q)) for all !∈� and u1;

u2 ∈E.

Then Eq. (21) is convergent, i.e. the cocycle generated by this equation is
convergent.

Proof. (1) We will prove that under the conditions of Theorem 5.9, Eq. (21) admits
a compact global attractor I= {I! |!∈�}. In fact,

|F(u; !)|6 |F(0; !)|+ L|u|6C + L|u|
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for all u∈E, where C := max{|F(0; !)| |!∈�}. According to Theorems 5.2 and 5.5,
Eq. (21) admits a compact global attractor I= {I! |!∈�}.
(2) Let ’ be the cocycle generated by Eq. (21). In virtue of the formula of the

variation of constants, we have

’(n; u; !) = U (n; !)u+
n−1∑
m=0

U (n− m− 1; !)F(�m!; ’(m; u; !)):

Consequently,

’(n; u1; !)− ’(n; u2; !) =U (n; !)(u1 − u2)

+
n−1∑
m=1

U (n− m− 1; A)[F(�m!; ’(m; u; !))

−F(�m!; ’(m; u2; !)]:

Thus,

|’(n; u1; !)− ’(n; u2; !)|6Nqn(|u1 − u2|

+Lq−1
n−1∑
m=0

q−m|’(m; u1; !)− ’(m; u2; !)|): (27)

Let u(n) := |’(n; u1; !)− ’(n; u2; !)|q−n. From (27) follows that

u(n)6N

(
|u1 − u2|+ Lq−1

n−1∑
m=0

u(m)

)
: (28)

Denote by v(n) the right-hand side of (28). The following inequality

v(n+ 1)− v(n) = LNq−1u(n)6LNq−1v(n) (29)

holds. From (29) we obtain

v(n)6 (1 + LNq−1)n−1v(1)

and since v(1) = N |u1 − u2|, we get

u(n)6 (1 + LNq−1)N |u1 − u2|: (30)

From (30) we have

|’(n; u1; !)− ’(n; u2; !)|6 (q+ LM)n−1qN |u1 − u2|
for all u1; u2 ∈E and !∈�.
To Inish the proof of Theorem 5.9 it is suLcient to refer to Theorem 5.8. The

theorem is proved.

Remark 5.10. Simple examples show that under the conditions of Theorem 5.6 the
compact global attractor {I! |!∈�}, generally speaking, is not trivial, i.e. the com-
ponent set I! contains more than one point. This statement can be illustrated by the
following example: un+ = 1

2un + (2un=1 + u2n).
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Theorem 5.11. Let A∈C(�; [E]); F ∈C(E × �; E) and the following conditions be
ful6lled:

(i) there are positive numbers N and q¡ 1 such that

‖U (n; !)‖6Nqn (n¿ 0; !∈�);

(ii) |F(u; !)|6M + /|u| (u∈E; !∈�) and 06 /6 /0 ¡ (1− q)=(N (1 + q));
(iii) the restriction F0 of the function F on � × B[0; r0], where r0 := NM (1 + q)=

(1 − q)(1 − /0N (1 + q)=(1 − q))−1, satis6es the condition of Lipschitz with the
Lipschitz’s constant Lip(F0)¡

1−q
N (1+q) .

Then the following statements hold:

(a) Eq. (21) admits a compact global attractor I= {I! |!∈�};
(b) there exists a continuous function � :� → E satisfying the following conditions:

(b1) the equality

�(�(n; !)) = ’(n; �(!); !)

holds for all n∈Z+ and !∈�, where ’(n; u; !) is the unique solution of Eq. (21)
with the initial condition ’(0; u; !) = u.
(b2)

�(!)∈ I! for all !∈�:

Proof. The Irst statement follows directly from Theorems 5.2 and 5.6.
We will prove now the second aLrmation. DeIne an operator F :C(�; B[0; r0]) →

C(�; E) in the following way. Let �∈C(�; B[0; r0]), then under the conditions of
Theorem 5.11 we have f̃(·) := F(·; �(·))∈C(�; B[0; r0]). According to Theorem 3.7,
there exists a unique function �� ∈C(�; E) with properties (a) and (b). In virtue of
Theorem 3.7, we have

‖��‖6N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

|F(�(!); !)|

6N
1 + q
1− q

(M + /0‖�‖)6N
1 + q
1− q

(M + /0r0)6 r0

and, consequently, F(C(�; B[Q; r0])) ⊆ C(�; B[Q; r0]), where F :C(�; B[Q; r]) →
C(�; E) is the map deIned by the equality F(�) := ��.

Now, we will show that the map F :C(�; B[Q; r0]) → C(�; B[Q; r0]) is Lipschitzian.
In fact, according to Theorem 3.7 we have

‖F(�1)−F(�2)‖6N
1 + q
1− q

max
!∈�

|F(�1(!); !)− F(�2(!); !)|

6N
1 + q
1− q

Lmax
!∈�

|�1(!)− �2(!)|:
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We note that N [(1 + q)=(1 − q)]L6N [(1 + q)=(1 − q)]L0 ¡ 1. Thus, the map F
is a contraction and, consequently, in virtue of the Banach’s Ixed point theorem there
exists a unique function w∈C(�; B[Q; r0]) such that F(w)=w. It is easy to see that w
satisIes the Irst condition. To Inish the proof of the theorem it is suLcient to remark
that the set A :=

⋃{A! |!∈�}, where A! := {w(!)} × {!}, is a compact invariant
set in the skew-product dynamical system (X;Z+; �) (X := E × � and � := (’; �))
and J :=

⋃{J! |!∈�} is a maximal compact invariant set of this system. Thus, we
have A ⊂ J and, consequently, w(!)∈ I! for all !∈�.

Remark 5.12. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.11, dissipativity does not reduce to
convergence.

We will give an example that conIrms this statement.

Example 5.13. Let k ∈ ( 12 ; 1). Consider a scalar equation

un+1 = kun + �F(un); (31)

where

F(x) :=




x2

2
for |x|6 10;

50 + 10[1− exp(10− |x|)] for |x|¿ 10

for k ¡ 1¡k + 5�. We can take r0 := (2(1− k))=�, then it is easy to check that for
Eq. (31) all the conditions of Theorem 5.11 are fulIlled for chosen �; k, and F . In
addition, its Levinson’s centre (compact global attractor) contains at least two Ixed
points (in fact, there are 3 of them) and, consequently, Eq. (31) is not convergent.

6. Almost periodic and recurrent solutions

Let (X;Z+; �) be a dynamical system, x∈X , m∈Z+, m¿ 0, /¿ 0.

De�nition 6.1. A point x is called a stationary point, if �(n; x)= x for all n∈Z+. The
point x is called m-periodic, if �(m; x) = x.

De�nition 6.2. A number m is called an /-shift (/-almost period) of the point x, if
!(�(m; x); x)¡/ (!(�(m+ n; x); �(n; x))¡/ for all n∈Z+).

De�nition 6.3. The point x is called almost recurrent (almost periodic), if for any /¿ 0
there exists a positive number l∈Z+ such that on every segment (in Z+) of length l
there may be found an /-shift (/-almost period) of the point x.

De�nition 6.4. The point x is called recurrent if it is almost recurrent and the set
H (x) = {�(n; x) | n∈Z+} is compact.

Denote Mx = {{tn} ⊂ Z+ | {�(tn; x)} is convergent}.
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Theorem 6.5 (Shcherbakov [15,16]). Let (X;Z+; �) and (Y;Z+; �) be two dynamical
systems. Assume that h :X → Y is a homomorphism of (X;Z+; �) onto (Y;Z+; �).
If a point x∈X is stationary (m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent), then the point
y := h(x) is also stationary (m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent) and Mx ⊂ My.

De�nition 6.6. A solution ’(n; u; !) of Eq. (20) is said to be stationary (m-periodic,
almost periodic, recurrent), if the point x := (u; !)∈X := E × � is a stationary
(m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent) point of the skew-product dynamical system
(X;Z+; �), where � := (’; �), i.e. �(n; (u; !)) := (’(n; u; !); �(n; !)) for all n∈Z+

and (u; !)∈E × �.

Lemma 6.7. Suppose that u∈C(�; E) satis6es the condition

u(�(n; !)) = ’(n; u(!); !) (32)

for all n∈Z+ and !∈�. Then the map h :� → X , de6ned by

h(!) := (u(!); !) (33)

for all !∈�, is a homomorphism of (�;Z+; �) onto (X;Z+; �).

Proof. This assertion follows from equalities (32) and (33).

Remark 6.8. A function u∈C(�; E) with property (32) is called a continuous invariant
section (or an integral manifold) of nonautonomous di$erence Eq. (20).

Theorem 6.9. If a function u∈C(�; E) satis6es condition (32) and a point !∈� is
stationary (m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent), then the solution ’(n; u(!); !) of
Eq. (20) also is stationary (m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent).

Proof. This statement follows from Theorem 6.5 and Lemma 6.7.

Using Theorem 6.9 and the results from Sections 4 and 6 we obtain some criteria
of the existence of periodic (almost periodic, recurrent) solutions of Eq. (15). For
example, the following statements hold.

Theorem 6.10. Let (�;Z+; �) be a dynamical system and � consist of m-periodic
(almost periodic, recurrent) points. Then under the conditions of Theorem 4.1,
Eq. (15) admits an invariant integral manifold consisting of m-periodic (almost
periodic, recurrent) solutions.

Theorem 6.11. Let (�;Z+; �) be a dynamical system and � consist of m-periodic
(almost periodic, recurrent) points. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2 for a su;-
ciently small 2 Eq. (16) admits a single invariant manifold �2 consisting of m-periodic
(almost periodic, recurrent) solutions of Eq. (16).
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Example 6.12. Consider the equation

un+1 = f(n; un); (34)

where f∈C(Z+ × E; E); here C(Z+ × E; E) is the space of all continuous functions
Z+×E → E) equipped with a compact-open topology. This topology can be metricised.
For example, by the equality

d(f1; f2) :=
+∞∑
1

1
2n

dn(f1; d2)
1 + dn(f1; d2)

;

where dn(f1; d2) := max{!(f1(k; u); f2(k; u)) | k ∈ [0; n]; |u|6 n}, there is deIned a
distance on C(Z+×E; E) which generates the topology of pointwise convergence with
respect to n∈Z+ uniformly with respect to u on every compact from E.
Along with Eq. (34), we will consider the H -class of Eq. (34)

vn+1 = g(n; vn) (g∈H (f)); (35)

where H (f)={fm |m∈Z+} and the over bar denotes the closure in C(Z+×E; E), and
fm(n; u) = f(n+ m; u) for all n∈Z+ and u∈E. Denote by (C(Z+ × E; E);Z+; �) the
dynamical system of translations. Here �(m; g) := gm for all m∈Z+ and g∈C(Z+ ×
E; E).
Let � be the hull H (f) of a given function f∈C(Z+×E; E) and denote the restric-

tion of (C(Z+ × E; E);R; �) on � by (�;Z+; �). Let F :E × � → E be a continuous
map deIned by F(u; g) = g(0; u) for g∈� and u∈E. Then Eq. (35) can be rewritten
in this form:

un+1 = F(un; �n!);

where ! := g and �n! := gn.

De�nition 6.13. The function f∈C(Z+×E; E) is said to be periodic (almost periodic,
recurrent), if f∈C(Z+ × E; E) is a periodic (almost periodic, recurrent) point of the
dynamical system of translations (C(Z+ × E; E);Z+; �).

If the function f∈C(Z+×E; E) is periodic (almost periodic, recurrent), then the set
� := H (f) is the compact minimal set of the dynamical system (C(Z+×E; E);Z+; �)
consisting of periodic (almost periodic, recurrent) points.

Remark 6.14. Let 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉 be a cocycle over (�;Z+; �) with Iber W and
w :� → W be a continuous function satisfying the condition w(�(n; !))=’(n; w(!); !)
for all u∈W and !∈�, then if the point !0 ∈� is stationary (m-periodic, almost
periodic, recurrent), then the point x0 := (w(!0); !0)∈X := W × � is a stationary
(m-periodic, almost periodic, recurrent) point of the triangular map F :X → X (F(u; !)
:= (’(1; u; !); �(1; !)) for all (u; !)∈X ).
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7. Pseudo-recurrent solutions

De�nition 7.1 (Cheban et al. [4]): An autonomous dynamical system (�;Z+; �) is said
to be pseudo-recurrent, if the following conditions are fulIlled:

(a) � is compact;
(b) (�;Z+; �) is transitive, i.e. there exists a point !0∈� such that �= {�n!0 | n∈Z+};
(c) every point !∈� is stable in the sense of Poisson, i.e.

N! = {{nk} | �nk! → ! and nk → +∞} �= ∅:

Lemma 7.2. Let 〈(X;Z+; �); (�;Z+; �); h〉 be a nonautonomous dynamical system and
the following conditions be ful6lled:

(1) (�;Z+; �) is pseudo-recurrent;
(2) �∈C(�; X ) is an invariant section of the homomorphism h :X → �.

Then the autonomous dynamical system (�(�);Z+; �) is pseudo-recurrent too.

Proof. It is evident that the space �(�) is compact, because � is compact and
�∈C(�; X ). We note that on the space �(�) we have the dynamical system (�(�);
Z+; �̂) deIned by the homomorphism � :� → �(�). Namely, �̂n�(!) := �(�n!) for all
n∈Z+ and !∈�. Hence, �̂n�(!) = �n�(!) for all n∈Z+ and !∈�. Now we will
show that �(�) = {�n�(!0) | n∈Z+}. Really, let x∈ �(�). Then there exists a unique
point !∈� such that x = �(!). Let {nk} ⊂ Z+ be a sequence such that �nk!0 → !.
Then x = �(!) = limk→+∞ �(�nk!0) = limk→+∞ �nk �(!) and, consequently, �(�) ⊂
{�n�(!0) | n∈Z+}. The inverse inclusion is trivial. Thus, �(�) = {�n�(!0) | n∈Z+}.
To Inish the proof of the lemma it is suLcient to note that N! ⊆ N�(!) for every
point !∈� and, consequently, every point �(!) is stable in the sense of Poisson. The
lemma is proved.

Lemma 7.2 implies that under the conditions of Theorem 3.7 (respectively, of The-
orems 4.1, 5.2 or 5.9) Eq. (32) (respectively, Eqs. (34) or (15)) admits a pseudo-
recurrent integral manifold.
Therefore, we have the following result.

Theorem 7.3. Assuming that the driving dynamical system (�;Z+; �) is pseudo-
recurrent, and assuming the conditions of Theorem 3.7 (respectively, of Theorems
4.1, 5.2 or 5.9) are satis6ed, then Eq. (32) (respectively, Eqs. (34) or (15)) admit a
pseudo-recurrent integral manifold.

8. Chaos in triangular maps

Let (X; !) be a metric space and (X;Z+; �) be a discrete dynamical system generated
by positive powers of the map f :X → X , i.e. �(n; x) =fnx for all x∈X and n∈Z+,
where fn := fn−1 ◦ f.
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De�nition 8.1. A subset M ⊆ X is called transitive, if there exists a point x0 ∈X such
that H (x0) := {�(n; x0) | n∈Z+}=M .

De�nition 8.2. {p; q} ⊆ X is called a Li–Yorke pair, if simultaneously

lim inf
n→+∞ !(�(n; p); �(n; q)) = 0 and lim sup

n→+∞
!(�(n; p); �(n; q))¿ 0:

De�nition 8.3. A set M ⊆ X is called scrambled, if any pair of distinct points {p; q} ⊆
M is a Li–Yorke pair.

De�nition 8.4. A dynamical system (X;Z+; �) is said to be chaotic, if X contains an
uncountable subset M satisfying the following conditions:

(i) the set M is transitive;
(ii) M is scrambled;
(iii) P(M) =M , where P(M) := {x∈M |Nx �= ∅} (i.e. x∈P(M), if and only if x is

contained in its omega limit set) and by bar we denote the closure in X .

Theorem 8.5. Let (X;Z+; �) and (�;Z+; �) be two dynamical systems and � :X → �
be a homeomorphism of (�;Z+; �) onto (X;Z+; �). Assume that (�;Z+; �) is chaotic.
Then the dynamical system (X;Z+; �) is chaotic too.

Proof. Let (�;Z+; �) be chaotic and � :X → � be a homeomorphism of (�;Z+; �)
onto (X;Z+; �). Then there exists a subset A ⊆ � satisfying all the conditions of
DeInition 8.4. Denote M := �(A). Then the set M is transitive and P(M) = M (see
the proof of Lemma 7.2). Note that the set M := �(A) is uncountable, because the
homeomorphism � :� → X transforms di$erent points to di$erent points. Finally, to
Inish the proof of Theorem 8.5 it is suLcient to note that the homeomorphism � :� →
X maps a Li–Yorke pair in (�;Z+; �) to a Li–Yorke pair in (X;Z+; �). The theorem
is proved.

Remark 8.6. Let 〈W;’; (�;Z+; �)〉 be a cocycle over (�;Z+; �) with Iber W and
w :� → W be a continuous function satisfying the condition w(�(n; !)) = ’(n, w(!),
!) for all u∈W and !∈�, then if the dynamical system (�;Z+; �) is chaotic the tri-
angular map F :X → X (X := W and F(u; !) := (’(1; u; !); �(1; !) for all (u; !)∈X )
is chaotic, i.e. the dynamical system (X;Z+; �) deIned by the positive powers of map
F is chaotic.

Using Theorem 8.5, Remark 8.6 and the results from Sections 4 and 6 we will
obtain some criteria of the existence of chaotic sets for triangular maps. For example
the following statements are held.

Theorem 8.7. Let (�;Z+; �) be a chaotic dynamical system. Then under the con-
ditions of Theorem 4.1, Eq. (15) (respectively, triangular map) admits a compact
invariant chaotic set.
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